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COMMUNICATION AND INTERNET POLICY: A CRITICAL
RIGHTS-BASED HISTORY AND FUTURE
March 2019 was the 30th anniversary of the World Wide Web (WWW). Tim Berners-Lee,
inventor of the WWW, called this year “a moment to celebrate how far we’ve come, but also an
opportunity to reflect on how far we have yet to go”. He argued that the future development of
the internet would require governments, the private sector and internet users to share
responsibility:

Governments must translate laws and regulations for the digital age. They must
ensure markets remain competitive, innovative and open. And they have a
responsibility to protect people’s rights and freedoms online. (...) Companies must do
more to ensure their pursuit of short-term profit is not at the expense of human
rights, democracy, scientific fact or public safety. Platforms and products must be
designed with privacy, diversity and security in mind. (...) And most important of all,
citizens must hold companies and governments accountable for the commitments
they make, and demand that both respect the web as a global community with
citizens at its heart.(Berners-Lee, 2019)

With this call, Berners-Lee - someone whose work has significantly contributed to making the
internet a communication and information space accessible to many - publicly acknowledged
the importance of policy and regulation for the future development of the internet. While
internet exceptionalists like John Perry Barlow declared the independence of cyberspace from
governments’ control and intervention 23 years ago, a number of scholars have noted that the
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internet today is already the product of a myriad of state (democratic and authoritarian),
corporate, civil society and user choices (Mansell, 2012). Today it is commonly accepted by
scholars and users that internet regulation takes place in different forms and at different levels.
It is also a common concern that policy and regulation - if motivated by the wrong intentions or
poorly implemented - can cause fundamental harm to the global network, its technical
infrastructure, its business environment and, most importantly, its users.
Many still insist that internet policies should primarily be made and implemented by technical
experts, businesses or, ideally, a global multistakeholder community, and warn of the
detrimental effects that the self-interests of nation states can have on the global network
(Mueller, 2019). Indeed to a certain extent many areas of internet policy have been ‘privatised’,
in the sense that private companies are playing a significant role (Curran, Fenton & Freedman,
2012). Yet, in many democratic countries around the world, the public is increasingly looking to
their national governments and regional bodies, like the European Commission, for regulatory
solutions to internet-related problems, such as data protection, misinformation, illegal content,
freedom of speech, net neutrality and other. Even Mark Zuckerberg, founder and chief executive
of Facebook, recently called on lawmakers and regulators to strive for stronger regulation of the
global internet (Zuckerberg, 2019). Whatever the motivation for such a demand, Zuckerberg’s
reasoning is similar to Berners-Lee’s: Only by carefully (re)shaping the rules of the internet, will
it be possible to protect the rights of users and preserve digital networks as a means for personal
communication, public debate and the exchange of information.
Despite these calls for more and better internet policy and regulation, and the increasing spread
and importance of the internet as a global communication infrastructure and platform for
information services, internet policy research is still a niche topic within media and
communication research. In general, social sciences and the humanities have been slow in
taking up internet policy as a research field (Brosda, 2015; Dutton, 2018), with the result that
the community of internet policy scholars continues to be rather small, internationally scattered,
multi-disciplinary and diverse in its conceptual and methodological approaches. At the same
time it is important at this juncture that the development of the next generation of internet
policies and instruments is informed by scholars with expertise in developing, implementing
and evaluating communication policy in the public interest, and is informed by existing laws,
policies and organisations that work to protect individual and collective rights.
This special issue was formulated by the chairs of the Communication Policy and Technology
(CPT) section of the International Association for Media and Communication Research
(IAMCR) in discussion with the managing editor of Internet Policy Review. It aims to
specifically cross some of the international and disciplinary boundaries facing internet policy
researchers, and contribute to the development of internet policies that operate in the public
interest. CPT has been a platform for researching telecommunications policy and infrastructure
since 1974 when the section was formed by Prof. Dallas Smythe from Simon Fraser University,
in Canada. By 1990 “policy” was explicitly added to the section name under the leadership of
Prof. Robin Mansell, now at the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) in the
UK. By the mid-1990s the internet had become an important consideration for members’
working on communication policy, regulation and users. In the last few years it has dominated.
The section encourages both theoretically robust and empirically informed research on the role
that communication policy plays in relation to balancing digital service innovation with human
rights and social justice. It also encourages critical and actively engaged research and
researchers.
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This special issue is an important opportunity for CPT members to bring their work into
conversation with the Internet Policy Review readership. While CPT members have been
actively involved in studying global internet governance and policy initiatives, they also provide
significant analysis of internet policies at regional and national levels, including evaluating how
policies work in practice in different contexts. This issue brings together studies of internet
policy and its impacts on citizens and consumers in Europe, Australia, the Americas, and Africa.
While Internet Policy Review has a focus on inter and pan European contexts, our contributors
make critical connections from their work to the European context where appropriate. In this
introduction we provide a brief overview of recent trends and key conceptual frameworks used
in internet policy research. We then provide a more detailed overview of the papers in our
special issue and in particular the normative and practical challenges of assessing the impact of
internet policy and governance instruments on individual and collective rights.

INTERNET POLICY RESEARCH: FRAMEWORKS, ACTORS
AND EMERGING CONCERNS
While internet policy research and researchers come from multiple disciplines, and apply a
range of theories and methods, they share a commitment to understanding the practice of
governing the internet as a global and national infrastructure; the impact of public and private
regulation on internet-based economies, communities and cultures; and the rights,
responsibilities, norms and principles invoked by users and non-users. While some internet
policy researchers evaluate policies developed by state actors, private companies and the
institutions involved in formal political decision-making processes, others investigate
alternative forms of commons based governance as well as activist and civil society initiatives.
Still others are concerned with the problem definitions, discourses, laws, principles and
imaginaries that proceed and inform policy decisions, policy debates and policy-making.
Internet policy research has applied a range of analytical and conceptual frameworks from
various disciplines and research traditions over the past two decades. In order to assess the roles
of actors in internet policy-making, communication scholars have used theories, concepts and
methodological tools from political economy, social movement studies, network analysis, actornetwork theory, domestication theory, field theory, regime theory and also more classic
approaches of policy analysis, such as the advocacy coalition framework (e.g., Mathiason, 2008;
Milan, 2015; Pavan, 2012; Pohle, Hösl, & Kniep, 2016). For the analysis of discourses, interests
and strategies in internet policy related debates, researchers have also deployed “post-positivist”
approaches such as discourse network analysis, interpretive policy analysis and online social
network analysis (e.g., Epstein, Nisbet, & Gillespie, 2011; O’Rourke & Kerr, 2017; Pohle, 2018).
More recently, scholars have started to focus on the role of institutional frameworks for internet
policy and the interrelations of regulatory practices and institutions, building for example on
neo-institutional theories such as historical, sociological institutionalism (e.g., Bannerman &
Haggart, 2015; Galperin, 2004; Puppis, 2010). In addition, approaches from the field of Science
and Technology Studies (STS) have frequently been mobilised to analyse the role, in internet
policy and governance, of the “mundane practices” of all those involved in providing and
maintaining, hacking and undermining, developing, testing, and using the network of networks
(see e.g. the Internet Policy Review dedicated issue, edited by Epstein, Katzenbach & Musiani,
2016).
Deploying this broad range of conceptual approaches, initially much of the internet policy-
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related research in communication and other disciplines focused on the global nature of digital
networks. Scholars tried to understand the regulatory challenges caused by the transnational
character of the internet and its services, by analysing the actors and institutions involved in its
coordination and regulation, in particular that of its technical infrastructure. Indeed, much of
the early research work was related to the historical processes leading up to the
institutionalisation of the internet’s coordination and policy-making mechanisms, such as the
administration of the Internet Domain Name System (DNS) and its institutionalisation in the
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) (e.g., Christou & Simpson,
2007; Klein, 2000) or the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) and its culmination
in the creation of the Internet Governance Forum (e.g., Frau-Meigs, Nicey, Palmer, Pohle, &
Tupper, 2012; Raboy, Landry, & Shtern, 2010; Padovani, 2004; Sarikakis, 2004). Another
strand of research examined how the internet as a global infrastructure could constitute not only
a target of governance, but also be used as an instrument of governance in and of itself, by
inscribing particular models, constraints and opportunities into the internet’s technical
architecture (e.g., DeNardis, 2009; Braman, 2016). Finally, during this period researchers
questioned the uneven diffusion and access to the internet across regions and countries.
Internet policy research succeeded in moving the debate beyond a focus on ‘access’ to
technology to thinking about the the skills, resources and capabilities required to use the
internet and the unequal user patterns that were emerging. Scholars contributed, and continue
to explore, how the internet policies and technologies are implicated in patterns of inclusion and
exclusion in contemporary societies, often in highly gendered terms (e.g., Padovani & Shade,
2016; Stevenson, 2009).
More recently, in light of the increasingly complex policy frameworks regarding internet-related
issues at the national level, the regulatory attempts by national or regional authorities have
come to the fore amongst internet policy scholars (e.g., Collins, 2006; Löblich & Karppinen
2014; Pohle & Van Audenhove, 2017; see also the Internet Policy Review issue on Australian
internet policy, edited by Daly & Thomas, 2017). The majority of the empirical analyses in the
field of media and communication research takes the form of case studies on particular policy
issues, such as data protection and privacy, copyright, security, digital literacy, net neutrality,
content regulation and increasingly also data regulation (e.g., Kruschinski & Haller, 2017;
Meyer, 2012; Mukerjee, 2016; Pierson, 2012; Powell & Cooper, 2011; Van Audenhove,
Vanwynsberghe, & Mariën, 2018). Scholars also focussed on particular groups of actors involved
in national internet policy-making, for instance activists, internet intermediaries or political
parties (e.g. Breindl & Briatte, 2013; DeNardis & Hackl, 2015; Löblich & Wendelin, 2012; Macq
& Jacquet, 2018). Others analysed the growing number of initiatives regarding national charters
for internet rights such as the comprehensive Marco Civil framework in Brazil or similar
initiatives in Europe (e.g., Cristofoletti, 2015; Gill, Redeker, & Gasser, 2015; Padovani &
Santaniello, 2018). Very recently, the trend towards a stronger securitisation and surveillance of
the online space led scholars to analyse regulatory competences for cyber security and related
discourses in various countries (e.g., Hintz & Dencik, 2016; Maréchal, 2017; Tréguer, 2017,
Zeng, Stevens, & Chen, 2017).
The internet today is a taken for granted aspect of everyday life for many people. Despite its
varying quality many human activities take place on and via the internet (Bortzmeyer, 2019).
This has prompted explicit discussions of the relationship between rights, values and the
internet among technology practitioners, researchers and policymakers alike. Some of these
issues are widely discussed, such as those related to how particular services, such as Facebook,
is fighting misinformation; others are far less visible and receive much less public scrutiny,
including how rights and values relate to protocols and infrastructure. The relationship between
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human rights and internet protocols is under scrutiny in a number of political and technical
arenas (e.g. the Internet Research Task Force and its Human Rights Protocol Considerations
research group). The relationship between emerging artificial intelligence technologies, such as
machine learning, and ethics, broadly defined, is also a key policy issue at the European level,
and these technologies are increasingly embedded in many of the tools developed and used by
major corporations to govern user behaviour online. In 2019 the European High Level Expert
Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI), established by the European Commission, released a set of
Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI to encourage technology companies to consider how their
AI tools might impinge upon fundamental rights. Key issues include human autonomy, fairness,
accountability, privacy, discrimination, diversity and fairness. This, and similar ethics
initiatives, were prompted by the realisation that the design and training of algorithmic and
artificial intelligence tools may introduce highly discriminatory practices which are hard to
evaluate, trace and regulate after the fact (e.g., Dencik, Hintz, & Carey, 2017; Eubanks, 2018).
For some internet policy scholars a reliance on ethics alone is not sufficient, and more robust
frameworks and legislation may be required. For others, ethics can be a useful mode of critique
and counterbalance to the securitisation and platform capitalism discussions (e.g. Lyon, 2014).
Yet, emerging guidelines tend to focus on ethics at the individual level rather then the collective
or public interest values and rights, and fails to differentiate between ethics in different
contexts. The policy issues may become even more complicated as AI becomes embedded in the
‘Internet of Things’ and our devices fade into the background of our everyday environments (e.g.
Kitchin & Dodge, 2011).
While the contexts are changing the fact that new technologies pose challenges to fundamental
rights is not new. The extent to which, and how, technical artefacts are imbued with political
issues, in a broad sense, is a much-debated issue in the history of technology. When it comes to
the internet, the issue has perhaps been best summarised by Lawrence Lessig’s “code is law”
(1999) and its numerous offspring. Among them, Laura DeNardis’ work (2009) has arguably
been a pioneer in examining, with concepts and methods derived from STS, how protocols are
political. Indeed, despite being difficult to grasp because they are intangible and often invisible
to internet users, protocols have political value as they control global flows of information,
influence economic competitiveness of nations and their ability to compete fairly, and often
make decisions “by proxy” that influence online civil liberties and a number of individual rights,
including, for example, the access to knowledge (DeNardis, 2009, p. 6).
Over the past two decades, the work of historians, philosophers and social scientists has shown
that values have always entered the design of technological infrastructure; internet engineers
have been no exception, asking themselves questions not only about technical optimisation but
also on what it meant to build protocols that fostered individual privacy, accessibility for
persons with disabilities, and other public interest concerns (Russell, 2014; Nissenbaum, 2001;
Braman, 2011). Recent work has also examined how infrastructures of internet governance have
become politicised and made to carry out operations that bear very little resemblance to the core
technological objective of the system, and how this has unintended consequences for the
stability and security of the internet, as well as human rights online (Musiani, Cogburn,
DeNardis, & Levinson, 2016). Even more recent contributions have argued that there is a
“human rights gap” in internet policy, inasmuch as human rights are public - given that so far
only state actors can be held responsible for not respecting them - while internet architecture is
mainly privately owned or privately operated despite holding an important mediating/governing
function for human rights online (Zalnieriute & Milan, 2019).
Thus emerging issues related to the interplay of the internet, rights, and values are numerous
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and the existing evidence suggests that the issues vary from country to country and region to
region. Currently the spread of misinformation and disinformation online and its implications
for the democratic process, and the need to balance freedom of expression, surveillance and
privacy are significant policy issues. Also of increasing importance is how to achieve cultural and
content diversity on increasingly centralised digital services. The solutions will require, as
Berners-Lee suggested, sharing responsibilities between transnational institutions,
governments, corporations and users, but the instruments and policies that will achieve an
acceptable balance between communication rights and values for all these actors are far from
obvious.

IAMCR AND COMMUNICATION POLICY RESEARCH
BEYOND CRITIQUE
IAMCR was founded in 1958 under the aegis of UNESCO, the UN agency in charge of education,
science, culture and communication. The association’s objective was to provide an international
forum for researchers concerned with the importance of freedom of information and
communication in journalism and mass media. Since then human rights, democratic
participation, diversity, gender equality and asymmetries of power have been central to its work.
During its 60 years of existence, IAMCR not only kept a close link with UNESCO but also
collaborated with a range of transnational policy institutions to inform and critique policy in the
areas of broadcasting, journalism and telecommunications. Its members have long been
collaborating with state and civil society to develop and deploy communication policies in the
public interest. As such, they often were involved in international policy debates on
communication rights and the role of media and quality journalism for society, including in the
Global South. For instance, in the early 1980s several IAMCR members, including its then
president and vice-president, contributed background papers to the work of the MacBride
Commission (Nordenstreng, 2008: 240). This group was commissioned by UNESCO to study
imbalances in global communication flows and create a scientific base for a New World
Information and Communication Order (NWICO). In 2003 and 2005, many IAMCR members
were participants and researchers involved in the two phases of the UN’s World Summit on the
Information Society (WSIS) - the first global conference discussing the chances and challenges
of digital connectivity for the developing world and the controversial question of how the global
internet infrastructure should be governed. In 2015, IAMCR established a clearinghouse for
public statements on media and communication issues and academic freedom. Some of these
statements have involved internet policy, including most recently the impact of online
disinformation on democratic elections.
Members of IAMCR have long argued that policy makers and regulators need to attend to the
internet as a socio-technical system. Mansell (2012) for example has documented the competing
social imaginaries dominating the development of the internet: a market led approach which
aims to limit regulation by state and other actors and an information commons imaginary which
also favours limited regulation. Despite the widespread discourse that the internet is
ungovernable due to its decentralised and non hierarchical network structure, for many years,
academics have uncovered a range of ways in which the infrastructure, services and content are
governed from above and below in favour of particular interests. To date internet policies in
many countries are dominated by state and corporate actors. What is of concern to social
science theorists is the lack of transparency and responsibility in these governance
arrangements and processes, and the lack of fora where alternative approaches in the public
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interest can be developed (Helberger, Pierson, & Poell, 2018; Kerr, De Paoli, & Keatinge, 2014).
Of course some transnational internet policy initiatives have emerged in the last two decades.
After their involvement in WSIS, IAMCR members were attentive to the rise of the Internet
Governance Forum (IGF), a global venue for multi-stakeholder policy discussions on internetrelated issues that the United Nations created as one of the WSIS outcomes in 2006; after being
hosted by UNESCO in Paris in 2018, the fourteenth meeting of this forum takes place in Berlin
in 2019. In 2015, IAMCR members also contributed to the 10-year review of the World Summit
on the Information Society (WSIS+10) and the renewed discussions on communication rights,
imbalances and global challenges in the digital age. Since 2016 IAMCR hosted a series of special
sessions on UNESCO’s recent initiative to develop the concept of ‘Internet Universality’. This
concept highlights the importance for the future development of the internet to be based on the
principles of human rights, openness, accessibility and multi-stakeholder participation; it also
links internet development to sustainable development and to distributing more widely the
benefits of the knowledge society. In 2018 UNESCO released its Internet Universality Indicators
which were developed based on the inputs of researchers around the world, including IAMCR
members, and provide an instrument for stakeholders to conduct national assessments of
internet development. It remains to be seen what impact such initiatives have on policies and
practice.
The Communication Policy & Technology (CPT) section is the venue within IAMCR where
empirical and theoretical policy research on communication and technology-related aspects is
featured most prominently. It has been chaired by a number of international academics from
Europe, the Americas and Asia, some of whom have also worked as policymakers, or closely with
communication policymakers (e.g., Dunn, 2010; Melody, 1996; 1999; Samarajiva, 1994).
Initially dominated by work on satellite, telecommunications and broadcast systems, since the
1990s members have been actively concerned with how the internet impacts on the rights of
citizens and consumers globally. This focus on ‘policy in practice’ means that the section
encourages papers that bridge theory and practice, that critically engage with the impact of
internet policies and, sometimes, provides recommendations for political action and
policymakers (e.g., Mansell, 2011; Frau-Meigs, 2012). It encourages work that evaluates the
roles of different institutions and the interaction between top down and bottom up perspectives
(e.g. Michalis, 2007). Members evaluate the effectiveness of multi-stakeholder practices and the
reality of activism by civil society (e.g., Cammaerts & Carpentier, 2005; Hintz & Milan, 2009).
The section also organises joint sessions with other sections including the law section and the
Global Media Policy Working Group. Its members collaborate and are involved in IAMCR’s
most visible publication projects, such as the Handbook of Global Media and Communication
Policy (Mansell & Raboy, 2011) which included chapters on the emerging conceptual and
methodological challenges posed by the internet for media and communication researchers.

SPECIAL ISSUE: INTERNET POLICY AND PRACTICE
AROUND THE WORLD
This special issue presents papers from the CPT section of the annual IAMCR conference which
took place in Eugene, Oregon, USA in 2018. The conference theme was ‘Reimagining
Sustainability: Communication and Media Research in a Changing World’, a theme which
resonates with the UN Sustainable Development Goals. We invited all internet policy related
papers to contribute to this special issue and after three rounds of open peer review we are
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delighted to present a sample of the excellent scholarship in the CPT section.
As IAMCR is an interdisciplinary organisation, the papers in this issue come from social,
political and communication sciences. The selection includes papers by emerging scholars as
well as more established academics. They are empirically grounded in different regions - from
Africa, America, Australia, and Europe - and while limited in number we are certain that they
contribute to our understanding of how rights and values are refracted through different
economic, political and cultural perspectives, internet policies and networked forms of
governance. In particular, these papers seek to identify the logics and values embedded in state,
corporate and non-governmental policies and practices, and the varying impact of these policies
and practices on citizens and consumers. Further, we find that civil liberties and social values
often get narrowed to legal and technocratic principles or measurable values. This has varying
implications for citizen agency in situations often characterised by power asymmetries and
significant resource differentials.
The five papers presented in this special issue share a common preoccupation. All of them put at
the core of their work the potential impact that communication technology-based networked
systems and policies can have on users - in their multiple facets of consumers, citizens and
policy targets - and on their rights vis-à-vis other actors and stakeholders in such systems,
including private companies, civil society organisations, and of course the state in its different
forms and instances. Taken together, the articles contribute to the complex portrait of internet
policy today by questioning the impact of state policies on citizen rights, in particular
surveillance and privacy-related ones, and the ways in which it can be measured; addressing the
impact of lateral and state oversight of company policies and activities; observing the different
shapes and configurations taken by networked forms of governance; and finally, examining how
civil liberties, social justice and human rights perspectives can still unfold in today’s increasingly
centralised internet, and how best to safeguard them.
In their article, Gerard Goggin and his colleagues address the specificities of the digital
rights debates in Australia, while, at the same time, situating them in a broader context of global
discussions about data privacy and the means to enforce it. Taking as a case study two recent
Australian policy developments, the “Digital Platforms Inquiry” and the development of a
consumer data right, the article makes a case for the importance of national contexts in
assessing how digital rights can be enacted. It emphasises the necessity for states to engage
seriously with citizens regarding their knowledge, expectations and experience of digital rights
as a crucial component of law-making.
Another article which focuses on how digital rights are defined and operationalised in a
particular national context is authored by Marko Ala-Fossi and colleagues. This paper
proposes a model to analyse the concept of communication rights that is based on
understanding the changing role of communication in a social democracy, using Finland as a
country case study. The authors pay specific attention to four core rights – access, availability,
dialogicality, and privacy - and they examine how these rights are negotiated in the development
of digital services at four levels: the regulatory, the public sector, the commercial, and the
citizen-consumer. In the Finnish context we see an evolving and distinctive approach to privacy
and the ‘epistemic commons’, but also a clear tension between established communication
rights in this social democratic state, and emerging commercial incentives, European privacy
legislation and citizen consumer online activities.
The question of the impact of state-led internet policy on digital rights is also at the heart of
Téwodros Workneh’s article, which focuses on the dialectic between surveillance and
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freedom of expression in Ethiopia. Situating the research in the neopatrimonial state
framework, the article discusses how a counter-terrorism legal instrument, promulgated in
2009, has become a way for the Ethiopian state to stifle freedom of expression involving
mediated communication, especially on digital platforms. By means of this case study, Workneh
draws broader lessons on the impact of counter-terrorism laws on freedom of expression
globally, and on the consequences of this phenomenon for internet policy.
The core policy role of digital platforms for civil liberties is an issue also tackled in Steph Hill’s
contribution. Blending political economy and media studies approaches, this paper seeks to
understand how private sector-led governance can gain prominence with respect to state-led
policy by examining two controversies over social media content that happened in 2017: the socalled “adpocalypse”, a hiatus in several prominent companies’ advertising on social media
platforms due to the co-location of their online advertisements with problematic content, and
the first public hearings over Russian operatives disseminating misinformation in relation to the
2016 US presidential elections. Social media companies’ actions, the author warns, indicate an
expanded role for marketing and advertising firms as “controllers” of media content, while,
democratic representatives often take the back seat.
Finally, the paper by Guy Hoskins, recipient of the inaugural CPT and Internet Policy Review
award, examines a core and controversial sub-topic of the network neutrality issue, zero-rating the practice of providing internet access for free under specific conditions, such as restricted
access to certain websites. Mixing political economy and ICT for development approaches, the
author proposes to draw together the issues of network neutrality, digital divide and digital
inclusion, and their relationship to zero rating, for a better understanding of the phenomenon. A
comparative analysis of four wireless markets in the Global South – Brazil, Colombia, Mexico
and South Africa - allows the author to paint a detailed portrait of zero rating as the product of
multiple, interweaved factors that greatly nuance the “access vs. neutrality” equation that has, so
far, summed up the phenomenon.
With this special issue of the Internet Policy Review, we aim to set the frame for illustrating one
of the core issues that internet policy researchers face today: untangling the normative and
practical challenges of assessing the impact of internet policy on individual and collective rights.
Taken together, the articles in this special issue show that internet policy is being studied
through an increasingly strong hybridisation of disciplines and issues that, until recently, have
been addressed by relatively separate research traditions. In addition, they make us reflect on
this hybridity. Discussions on the digital divide, inclusion, and ICTs for development are closer
than we might think to the nitty-gritty political economy of net neutrality, as Hoskins shows.
Controversies over advertising strategies and content choice on social media, as examined by
Hill, are strongly intertwined with internet governance and its privatisation, as well as ‘classical’
conceptualisations of Empire from Innis. While scholarship on the issue of surveillance most
prominently associates it with privacy and data protection, Workneh demonstrates its close ties
with freedom of expression, and proposes, with the neopatrimonial state framework, an original
way to address it. Finally, Goggin et al. and Ala-Fossi et al. clearly demonstrate the extent to
which the ‘global’ internet as a worldwide system needs, now more than ever, to be grounded in
analyses of national studies of internet policy creation and application, each with their unique
mix of state-led intervention, private sector strategies, and the role of internet users as citizens
and consumers.
Weaving an increasingly tangled nexus of disciplines, issues and objects, internet policy research
has evolved over time, responding to both technological evolutions, changes in power balances
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and the birth and development of new ‘networked’ socio-political issues. Academic
organisations such as IAMCR have evolved in response to these changes. It has especially been
the case for the CPT section, as the three elements composing its title -- communication, policy
and technology -- moved from covering satellite and broadcast technology to examining a wide
range of networking and connected technical artifacts, which nowadays extend to the most
recent internet developments, including artificial intelligence, algorithms, and the internet of
things. What has remained strong however is the critically engaged research and the scholars
who contribute to the organisation, and who bring normative and diverse values to bear on the
evolving logics of internet policies. As we plan the next IAMCR conference in Madrid, the papers
in this special issue are a stimulating guide to the importance of this work.
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